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Recently there has been intense interest in
claims about the performance of the D-Wave ma-
chine. In this paper, we outline a simple classical
model, and show that it achieves excellent cor-
relation with published input-output behavior of
the D-Wave One machine on 108 qubits. While
raising questions about “how quantum” the D-
Wave machine is, the new model also provides
additional algorithmic insights into the nature of
the native computational problem solved by the
D-Wave machine.
In a future world of quantum devices, it will become
increasingly important to test that these devices behave
according to specification. While this is clearly a central
issue in the context of quantum cryptography [1, 2] and
certified random number generators [3, 4], it is also quite
fundamental in the context of testing whether a claimed
quantum computer is really quantum [5, 6, 7, 8]. Re-
cently, this last issue has featured prominently in the con-
text of the D-Wave machine [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], amidst
questions about to what extent it is “truly quantum” and
whether it provides speedups over classical computers.
Of course, whether something is “truly quantum” de-
pends upon the scale or level of abstraction. Thus a
laptop computer is certainly not quantum even though
quantum mechanics is essential to the design and descrip-
tion of its central computing element, the transistor. By
contrast, a minimal requirement for even a special pur-
pose quantum computer is that it exhibits large-scale
quantum behavior. For all practical purposes this means
large-scale entanglement.
In this paper, we investigate whether the 108-qubit D-
Wave machine exhibits large-scale quantum behavior, by
analyzing recently released experimental data of D-Wave
One [15]. We show that there is a natural classical model
that demonstrates excellent correlation with the input-
output behavior of the D-Wave machine as recorded in
this data.
Our model is simple. Qubits are modeled as classi-
cal magnets coupled through nearest-neighbor interac-
tion and subject to an external magnetic field. The mag-
nitude of these interactions is borrowed directly from the
D-Wave data. The finite temperature of the device is
modeled by applying the Metropolis rule to randomly
“kick” each magnet at each step. The success of such a
simple model at explaining the existing data on the large
scale input-output behavior of the D-Wave machine nat-
urally raises questions about whether the D-Wave ma-
chine, at a suitable level of abstraction, is better de-
scribed by a classical model.
At a more abstract level, our model may be regarded
as carrying out simulated annealing on 2D vectors rather
than bits (or classical spins), but in the presence of an
external transverse field. Why then does our model cor-
relate so well with the D-Wave machine while simulated
annealing does not? The key to understanding this is a
new algorithmic insight: while neither feature by itself
(2D vectors and transverse field) changes the qualita-
tive behavior of the algorithm, surprisingly both features
make the algorithm behave very differently from classical
simulated annealing and more like belief propagation.
A deeper understanding of this new algorithm sheds
new light on the nature of quantum annealing, the quan-
tum algorithm that the D-Wave machine seeks to im-
plement. Quantum annealing is the finite temperature
implementation of adiabatic quantum optimization. The
hope for speedup by adiabatic quantum optimization
(and by extension for quantum annealing) lies in the pos-
sibility of tunneling through local optima. Theoretical
studies have only demonstrated tunneling in extremely
special circumstances (see [16]), and a sequence of papers
prove that the quantum adiabatic algorithm gets stuck in
local optima resulting in exponential worst case behavior
on large classes of instances [17, 18, 16]. Any optimism
about the prospects of speedup by quantum annealing
rely on the hope that the energy landscapes for practi-
cal instances of optimization problems have some special
structure that facilitates tunneling. This is why there was
great interest in the results of Boixo et al. [11] demon-
strating that the input-output behavior of the D-Wave
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machine correlated strongly with simulated quantum an-
nealing but not with classical simulated annealing. These
results appeared to both provide evidence in favor of tun-
neling as well as quantum coherence in the D-Wave ma-
chine, despite the short decoherence times for individual
qubits. Our classical model demonstrates that tunnel-
ing may not be necessary to explain this input-output
behavior of D-Wave.
The new model also provides interesting algorithmic
insights into the native computational problem solved by
the D-Wave machine, which is to find the ground state of
a classical Ising spin glass on a certain interaction graph.
The interaction graph for the D-Wave machine is the so-
called Chimera graph, which consists of 16 clusters, each
consisting of 8 qubits. Experiments with our model in-
dicate that since the clusters are highly connected, they
effectively act as supernodes, thereby reducing the ef-
fective problem size from 108 to 16. This insight also
suggests that as the number of qubits is scaled up, and
the number of clusters increases from 16 to 64 and be-
yond, combinatorial explosion will start kicking in and
the D-Wave machine will be ineffective at finding ground
states. This insight is consistent with recent results on
the 512 qubit D-Wave II machine [14].
In view of these results, one interesting direction to
pursue is to ask whether there are regimes consisting of
other classes of inputs on which the D-Wave machine ex-
hibits “truly quantum” behavior, in particular behaving
differently from the model presented in this paper. Of
course, our model is quite rudimentary, and makes no
attempt to model details of the D-Wave machine such
as errors in control of external fields and interaction
strengths. For example, a class of instances has been pro-
posed in a recent paper [19], but as we explain in a recent
note [20] a simple modeling of control errors reproduces
the input-output behavior reported in the experiments
in [19]. More generally, establishing that a phenomenon
is truly “quantum” at a large scale is extremely chal-
lenging, since it involves ruling out all possible classical
explanations. While this may not be practically feasible,
it is difficult to overemphasize the importance of carefully
ruling out a range of classical models. In particular, the
note [20] demonstrates the value of carefully considering
elaborations of the rather rudimentary model presented
in this paper while investigating how well it matches the
behavior of a complex machine like D-Wave.
The D-Wave Architecture and Tunneling
The D-Wave architecture is a special purpose computer
that is designed to solve a particular optimization prob-
lem, namely finding the ground state of a classical Ising
1
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FIG. 1: Qubits and couplers in the D-Wave device.
The D-Wave One Rainer chip consists of 4 ⇥ 4 unit cells of
eight qubits, connected by programmable inductive couplers
as shown by lines.
I. OVERVIEW
Here we provide additional details in support of the
main text. Section II shows details of the chimera graph
used in our study and the choice of graphs for our simula-
tions. Section III expands upon the algorithms employed
in our study. Section IV presents additional success prob-
ability histograms for di↵erent numbers of qubits and for
instances with magnetic fields, explains the origin of easy
and hard instances, and explains how the final state can
be improved via a simple error reduction scheme. Section
V presents further correlation plots and provide more
details on gauge averaging. Section VI gives details on
how we determined the scaling plots and how quantum
speedup can be detected on future devices. Finally, sec-
tion VII explains how the spectral gaps were calculated
by quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations.
II. THE CHIMERA GRAPH OF THE D-WAVE
DEVICE.
The qubits and couplers in the D-Wave device can be
thought of as the vertices and edges, respectively, of a
bipartite graph, called the “chimera graph”, as shown in
figure 1. This graph is built from unit cells containing
eight qubits each. Within each unit cell the qubits and
couplers realise a complete bipartite graph K4,4 where
each of the four qubits on the left is coupled to all of
the four on the right and vice versa. Each qubit on the
left is furthermore coupled to the corresponding qubit
in the unit cell above and below, while each of the ones
on the right is horizontally coupled to the correspond-
ing qubits in the unit cells to the left and right (with
appropriate modifications for the boundary qubits). Of
the 128 qubits in the device, the 108 working qubits used
in the experiments are shown in green, and the couplers
between them are marked as black lines.
For our scaling analysis we follow the standard pro-
cedure for scaling of finite dimensional models by con-
sidering the chimera graph as an L ⇥ L square lattice
with an eight-site unit cell and open boundary condi-
tions. The sizes we typically used in our numerical sim-
ulations are L = 1, . . . , 8 corresponding to N = 8L2 =
8, 32, 72, 128, 200, 288, 392 or 512 spins. For the simu-
lated annealers and exact solvers on sizes of 128 and
above we used a perfect chimera graph. For sizes below
128 where we compare to the device we use the working
qubits within selections of L⇥L eight-site unit cells from
the graph shown in figure 1.
In references [29, 33] it was shown that an optimi-
sation problem on a complete graph with
p
N vertices
can be mapped to an equivalent problem on a chimera
graph with N vertices through minor-embedding. The
tree width of
p
N mentioned in the main text arises from
this mapping. See Section VIA for additional details
about the tree width and tree decomposition of a graph.
III. CLASSICAL ALGORITHMS
A. Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing (SA) is performed by using the
Metropolis algorithm to sequentially update one spin af-
ter the other. One pass through all spins is called one
sweep, and the number of sweeps is our measure of the
annealing time for SA. Our highly optimised simulated
Figure 1: The “Chimera” g aph structure implemented
by the D-Wave One. Grey dots represent the twenty
non-working qubits in the D-Wave One. Figure is from
[11].
spin glass. The classical Ising spin glass involves a set
of classical spins interacting via nearest neighbor z-z
coupling. Formally the problem is specified by an in-
teraction graph on n vertices, together with interac-
tion strengths Jij ∈ {−1, 1} for each edge {i, j} in the
graph.1 The ground state is a spin configuration with
each spin value zi ∈ {−1, 1} chosen to minimize the en-
ergy H = −∑i<j Jijzizj .
In the current D-Wave architecture, the input graph
1Here, we are presenting a simplifed version of the problem for
the sake of clarity. In practice, Jij can be any real number between
−1 and 1 and spins can have local fields hi ∈ [−1, 1], yielding the
Hamiltonian H = −∑i<j Jijzizj −∑i hizi. It is suggested in [11]
that the simplified version presented in the main text captures the
hardest instances of this problem.
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is restricted to subgraphs of the so-called Chimera graph
(Figure 1). The Chimera graph may be described as a
2D lattice with each lattice point replaced by a supern-
ode of 8 vertices arranged as a complete bipartite graph
K4,4 (see Figure 1). The left qubits in each supernode are
coupled vertically in the 2D lattice and the right qubits
horizontally. More specifically, each left qubit is cou-
pled with the corresponding left qubit in the supernodes
immediately above and below it, and each right qubit
to the corresponding right qubits in supernodes immedi-
ately to the right and left. While the problem of finding
the ground state of a classical Ising spin glass is NP-hard,
it is known to admit a polynomial time approximation
scheme when the input graph is a Chimera graph [21].2
The D-Wave machine places a superconducting flux
qubit at each node of the Chimera graph. The time-
dependent Hamiltonian of D-Wave machines is given by
H(t) = −A(t)
∑
1≤i≤n
σxi −B(t)
∑
i<j
Jijσ
z
i σ
z
j
where A(t) and B(t) represent the “annealing schedule”
of the machine, which is shown in Figure 2. The process
is carried out at a finite temperature.
If the entire process were carried out sufficiently slowly
and at zero temperature, then it would be an implemen-
tation of adiabatic quantum optimization [23]. Such a
process is guaranteed to end up in the ground state of
the target Hamiltonian H = −∑i<j Jijσzi σzj as long as
the total annealing time scales as Ω(1/∆2), where ∆ is
the minimum spectral gap of the time-dependent Hamil-
tonian where the minimum is taken over the anneal-
ing schedule. The hope that this adiabatic optimization
might lead to a speedup over classical algorithms lies in
the possibility of quantum tunneling, whereby the algo-
rithm tunnels through a barrier in the energy landscape
rather than jumping over it due to thermal fluctuations
(see [16] for the most positive example). However, it is
known that in the worst case ∆ scales exponentially in
the problem size [17, 18, 16], which means that adiabatic
quantum optimization requires exponential running time
in the worst case. There is also some numerical evidence
[24] that certain optimization problems yield exponen-
tially small gaps even on random instances.
Quantum annealing can be thought of as a noisy,
heuristic version of adiabatic quantum computing which
is carried out at a finite temperature with an annealing
time that does not respect the above spectral gap condi-
tion.
2Moreover, [22] makes the observation that the tree width of the
Chimera graph scales as
√
n rather than linearly and therefore the
running time should also grow as 2O(
√
n) in the worst case.
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III. CLASSICAL ALGORITHMS
A. Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing is a Monte Carlo optimization al-
gorithm that uses local updates in an Ising model to
mimic the performance of a classical, thermal, annealer.
It is thus the appropriate model for a device in which
quantum e↵ects are limited to triggering thermal fluctu-
ations of the otherwise classical spins. We expect that a
simulated annealer would describe the D-Wave device if
decoherence were strong enough to turn it into a classical
device.
Simulated annealing (SA) has been performed by us-
ing the Metropolis algorithm to sequentially update one
spin after the other. One pass through all spins is called
one sweep, and the number of sweeps is our measure of
the annealing time for SA. Our highly optimised simu-
lated annealing code, based on a variant of the algorithm
in Ref. [3, 4], uses multi-spin coding to simultaneously
perform 64 simulations in parallel on a single CPU core:
each bit of a 64-bit integer represents the state of a spin
in one of the 64 simulations and all 64 spins are updated
at once. A similar code for GPUs uses 32-bit integers and
additionally performs many independent annealing runs
and updates many spins in parallel in multiple threads.
The performance of our codes on the classical reference
hardware is shown in Table I. We use high-end chips at
the time of writing, an 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 “Sandy
Bridge” CPU and an Nvidia Tesla K20X “Kepler” GPU.
To find a ground state of our hardest 108-spin instances
with a probability of 99%, this translates to a median
annealing 32µs on a single core of the CPU, 4µs on eight
cores, and 0.8µs on the GPU, which should be compared
to 15µs pure annealing time on the D-Wave device for
the same problems.
For the performance comparisons simulated annealing
was performed with a “linear” schedule, shown in fig-
ure 3a, where the inverse temperature   = 1/kBT is in-
creased linearly, thus cooling the system. An optimized
schedule, using the average specific heat to guide the an-
nealing schedule [5] changes the total required annealing
time by a few percent and we thus focused on the linear
schedule. For quantitative correlation analyses we also
performed classical annealing with an annealing sched-
ule motivated by the D-Wave device. Here we increased
  in the simulation in the same way as the Ising cou-
plings and longitudinal magnetic fields are increased in
the device (see figure 3b).
spin flips per ns relative speed
Intel Xeon E5-2670, 1 core 5 1
Intel Xeon E5-2670, 8 cores 40 8
Nvidia Tesla K20X GPU 210 42
TABLE I: Performance of the classical annealer on our refer-
ence CPU and GPU.
FIG. 2: Correlation between simulated quantum an-
nealers. Axes corresponds to success probabilities and pix-
els are colour-coded according to the number of instances.
A) correlations between continuous- and discrete time Monte
Carlo simulations. The scatter observed here is a measure for
the dependence of success probabilities on details of the simu-
lated quantum annealing implementation, for instances with
N = 108 spins performing 10,000 sweeps. B) Correlations
between two independent sets of 1000 simulations with dif-
ferent initial starting points. Schedule II and 10,000 sweeps
are used, see figure 3. Both simulations were performed at
T = 0.1.
B. Simulated quantum annealing
“Simulated quantum annealing” (SQA) is a classi-
cal annealing algorithm based on quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) simulations following the same annealing sched-
ule as a quantum annealer, but using Monte Carlo dy-
namics instead of the unitary (or dissipative) evolution of
the system in a quantum annealer (QA). While the term
QA has often been used generically for both cases [6–8],
some publications have used various terms to distinguish
between these two types evolution dynamics: “Path-
Integral Monte Carlo-QA” versus “Real Time-QA” in
Refs. [7, 9], “Quantum Monte Carlo Annealing” ver-
sus “QA with real time adiabatic evolution” in Ref. [8],
and “Simulated Quantum Annealing” versus “Quantum
Annealing” in Ref. [10]. We use the latter convention.
SQA performs a path-integral QMC simulation of a
transverse field quantum Ising model. The path-integral
formulation maps the quantum spin system to a clas-
sical spin system by adding an extra spatial dimension
FIG. 3: Annealing schedules used for Monte Carlo
codes A) schedule I, the linear schedule. B) schedule II, the
schedule of the D-Wave device.
Figure 2: The annealing schedule of the D-Wave One.
Figure is from [11].
Figure 3: Histogram of success probabilities from [11]. It
is observed that the histogram is bimodal for D-Wave,
simulated quantum annealing, and classical spin dynam-
ics, whereas it is unimodal for SA. This means that the
former three algorithms divide the problem instances into
two groups, namely “easy” and “hard.” They succeed
almost always on the “easy” instances and fail almost
always on the “hard” instances.
Our model
In our model, each spin i is modeled by a classical mag-
net pointing in some direction θi in the XZ plane (since
there is no σy term in our time-dependent Hamiltonian,
we assume that there is no y-component). We further
assume that there is an external magnetic field of in-
tensity A(t) pointing in the xˆ-direction, and that neigh-
3
3FIG. 2: Correlations. Shown are scatter plots of correla-
tions of the success probabilities p(s) for di↵erent methods
compared against the D-Wave device. The colour scale indi-
cates how many of the instances are found in a pixel of the
plots. The red lines indicate perfect correlations. Panel A
shows the correlations of the D-Wave device with itself by
choosing two di↵erent gauges. This data shows the baseline
imperfections in the correlations due to calibration errors in
the D-Wave device. Panel B shows the correlations of the
D-Wave device with simulated quantum annealing (SQA) us-
ing the same annealing schedule as the D-Wave device. This
correlation is nearly as good as in panel A, indicating that
the two methods are well correlated. Panels C and D show
the much poorer correlations of the D-Wave device with sim-
ulated annealing (SA) and classical spin dynamics (SD). The
SA is most sensitive to the annealing time and we show data
for 5000 updates per spin. Correlation plots for di↵erent an-
nealing schedules for SA are shown in the Supplementary Ma-
terial.
problem on the device (see Methods and Supplementary
Material): no better correlations than the device with it-
self can be expected due to calibration errors. Panel B)
shows a scatter plot of the hardness of instances for the
simulated quantum annealer and the D-Wave device for
a single gauge. The high density in the lower left corner
(hard for both methods) and the upper right corner (easy
for both methods) confirms the similarities between the
D-Wave device and a simulated quantum annealer. The
similarity to panel A) suggests a strong correlation with
SQA, to within calibration uncertainties. To quantify
the degree of correlation we performed a variant of a  2-
test of the di↵erences between the success probabilities
s (see Supplementary Material for details). As expected
we obtain a value of  2/M ⇡ 1 between two di↵erent
gauges on the D-Wave device since the gauge-to-gauge
variation was used to determine the expected error on s
on the device. The statistical test for panel B) gives a
value of  2/M ⇡ 1.2, almost as good as the correlation
of the D-Wave device with itself. Panels C and D show
the correlations with a simulated classical annealer (SA)
and classical mean-field spin dynamics (SD). The corre-
FIG. 3: Correlations of gauge-averaged data. Panels
A-D show scatter plots of correlations of the success proba-
bilities p(s) obtained after averaging the success probabilities
over eight di↵erent gauges of each instance on the device. The
red lines indicate perfect correlation. Panel A is for the D-
Wave device between two sets of eight di↵erent gauges. This
data shows the baseline imperfections in the correlations due
to calibration errors in the D-Wave device. Panel B is for the
simulated quantum annealer (SQA) using a single transverse
field and the D-Wave device, with the latter averaged over
16 random gauges. This correlation is nearly as good as in
panel A, indicating good correlations between the two meth-
ods. Panel C and D show the poorer correlations of simulated
annealing (SA) and classical spin dynamics (SD) respectively.
lations are weaker, as can be seen both visually and by
a  2 test giving  2/M > 2.24 for SA and  2/M ⇡ 9.5
for SD. Some instances are easily solved by the classi-
cal mean-field dynamics, simulated annealing, simulated
quantum annealing, and the device. However, as can be
expected from inspection of their respective distributions
in figure 1, there is no apparent correlation between the
hard instances for the spin dynamics model and the suc-
cess probability on the device, nor does there appear to
be a correlation for instances of intermediate hardness,
in contrast to the correlations seen in panel A). Similarly,
there are poor correlations with a classical spin dynamics
model.
Due to calibration errors of the device the correlation
plots – including those between two di↵erent gauges on
the D-Wave device – show some anti-correlated instances
in the lower right and upper left corner. To reduce these
calibration errors we can average the success probabilities
s on the device over eight gauge choices. The resulting
correlation plots, shown in figure 3, show much improved
correlations of the device with itself (panel A), which are
again comparable to the correlations of SQA with the
device (panel B). Simulated annealing (panel C) does not
correlate as well and classical mean-field spin dynamics
(panel D) again correlate poorly. A  2 analysis of this
data, discussed in detail in the Supplementary Material,
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FIG. 2: Energy-success distributions. Shown is the joint
probability distribution p(s, ) (colour scale) of success prob-
ability s and the final state energy   measured relative to
the ground state. We find very similar results for the D-Wave
device (panel A) and the simulated quantum annealer (panel
B). The distribution for simulated classical annealing (panel
C) matches poorly and for spin dynamics (panel D) matches
only moderately. For the D-Wave device and SQA the hard-
est instances result predominantly in low-lying excited states,
while easy instances result in ground states. For SA most
instances concentrate around intermediate success probabili-
ties and the ground state as well as low-lying excited states.
For classical spin dynamics there is a significantly higher inci-
dence of relatively high excited states than for DW, as well as
far fewer excited states for easy instances. The histograms of
figure 1, representing p(s), are recovered when summing these
distributions over  . SA distributions for di↵erent numbers
of sweeps are shown in the supplementary material.
classical annealer (panel C) and spin dynamics (panel D).
The third test, shown in figure 3, is perhaps the most
enlightening, as it plots the correlation of the success
probabilities between the DW data and the other odels.
As a reference for the best correlations we may expect,
we show in panel A) the correlations between two di↵er-
ent sets of eight gauges (di↵erent embeddings of the same
problem on the device, see Methods and supplementary
material): no better correlations than the device with it-
self can be expected due to calibration errors. Panel B)
shows a scatter plot of the hardness of instances for the
simulated quantum annealer and the D-Wave device after
gauge averaging. The high density in the lower left cor-
ner (hard for both methods) and the upper right corner
(easy for both methods) confirms the similarities between
the D-Wave device and a simulated quantum annealer.
The two are also well correlated for instances of inter-
mediate hardness. The similarity to panel A) suggests
almost perfect correlation with SQA, to within calibra-
tion uncertainties.
FIG. 3: Correlations. Panels A-C show scatter plots of
correlations of the success probabilities p(s) obtained from
di↵erent methods. The red lines indicate perfect correlation.
Panel A is for the D-Wave device between two sets of eight
di↵erent gauges. This data shows the baseline imperfections
in the correlations due to calibration errors in the D-Wave de-
vice. Panel B is for the simulated quantum annealer (SQA)
and the D-Wave device, with the latter averag d over 16 ran-
dom gauges. This correlation is nearly as good as in panel A,
i dicating good corr lations between the two m thods.. Panel
C is for the classical spin dynamics and the D-Wave device,
and shows poor correlation. Panel D shows the correlation
between success probability and the mean Hamming distance
of excited states found at the end of the annealing forN = 108
spin instances with local random fields. Easy (hard) instances
tend to have a small (large) Hamming distance. The colour
scale indicates how many of the instances are found in a pixel
of the plots.
In panel C) we show the corr lat on betwee the classi-
cal spin dynamics model and the device. Some instances
are e sily solv d by the classical mean-field dynamics,
simulated quantum annealing, and the device. However,
as can be expe t d from inspection of their respective
distributions in figure 1, there is no apparent correlation
between the hard instances for the spin dynamics model
and the success probability on the device, nor does there
appear to be a correlation for instances of intermediate
hardness, in contrast to the correlations seen in panel A).
Similarly, there are poor correlations [22] with a classical
spin dynamics model of reference [23].
The correlations between the simulated classical an-
nealer and the D-Wave device, shown in the supplemen-
tary material, are significantly worse than between SQA
and the device.
We next provide evidence for the bimodality being due
to quantum e↵ects. Our first evidence comes from the
simulated quantum annealer. When lowering the temper-
ature thermal updates are suppressed, quantum tunnel-
ing dominates thermal barrier crossing, and we observe
a stronger bimodality; indeed a similar bimodal distri-
bution arises also in an ensemble of (zero-temperature)
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FIG. 2: Correlations. Shown are scatter plo s of corre a-
tions of the success proba ilities p(s) for di↵erent methods
compared ag inst the D-Wave device. The c lour scale indi-
cates how many of the instances are found in a pixel of the
plots. The red lines indicate perf ct correlatio s. Pa el A
shows the correlations of the D-Wave device with itself by
choosing two di↵erent gauges. This data shows the baseline
imperf ctions in the correlations due to calibration erro s in
the D-Wave device. Panel B shows the correlations of the
D-Wave device with simulated quantum annealing (SQA) us-
ing the same annealing schedule as the D-Wave device. This
correlation is nearly as good as in panel A, indicating that
the two methods are well correlated. Panels C and D show
the much poorer correlations of the D-Wave device with sim-
ulated annealing (SA) and classical spin dyna ics (SD). The
SA is most ensitive to the annealing time and we show data
for 500 updates per spin. Correlation plots for di↵erent an-
nealing schedules for SA are shown i the Supplem ntary Ma-
terial.
problem on the device (see Methods and Supplementary
Material): no better correlations than the device with it-
self can be expected ue to calibration errors. Panel B)
shows a scatter plot of the hardness of instances for the
simulated quantum annealer and the D-Wave device for
a single gauge. The high density in the lower left corner
(hard for both methods) and the upper right corner (easy
for both methods) confirms the similarities between the
D-Wave device and a simulated quantum annealer. The
similarity to panel A) suggests a strong correlation with
SQA, to within calibration uncertainties. To quantify
the degree of correlation we performed a vari nt of a  2-
test of the di↵er nces between the success proba ilities
s (see Supplementary Material for details). As expected
we obtain a value of  2/M ⇡ 1 between two di↵erent
gauges on the D-Wave device since the gauge-to-gauge
variation was used to determine the expected error n s
on the device. The statistical test for panel B) gives a
value of  2/M ⇡ 1.2, almost as good as the correlation
of the D-Wave device with itself. Panels C and D show
the correlations with a simulated classical nnealer (SA)
and classical mean-field spin dynamics (SD). The corre-
FIG. 3: Corr lations of gauge- veraged ata. Panels
A-D show scatter plots of corr lations of the succ ss proba-
bilit es p(s) obtained af er averagin the success probabilities
ver ight di↵erent gauges of each instance on the d vice. The
red lines in ic te perf ct orrelatio . Panel A is for the D-
Wave d vice b tween two s t of eight di↵erent gauges. This
data shows the baseline imperf ctions in the correlations due
to calibration erro s in th D-Wave d vice. Panel B is for the
simulated quantum anneal r (SQA) using a single tr nsvers
fi ld and the D-Wave device, with e latter averaged over
16 rand m gauges. This correlation is nearly as good as in
pa el A, indicating good correlations between the two meth-
ods. Panel C and D show the poorer correlations of simulated
annealing (SA) and classical spin dynamics (SD) resp ctively.
lati ns are weaker, as can be s en both visually and by
a  2 tes giving  2/M > 2.24 for SA and  2/M ⇡ 9.5
for SD. Some instances are easily solved by the classi-
cal mean-field dynamics, simulated annealing, simulated
quantum annealing, and the device. However, as can be
expected from inspection f their respective distributions
in figure 1, there is no apparent correlation between the
hard instances for the spin dynamics model and the suc-
cess proba ility on the device, nor does there appear to
be a correlation for instances of intermediate hardness,
in contrast to he correlations seen i panel A). Similarly,
there are poor correlations with a classical spin dynamics
model.
Due to calibration erro s of the d vice the correlation
plots – including those between two di↵erent gauges on
the D-Wave d vice – show some anti-correlated instances
in the lower right and upper left corner. To reduce these
calibration errors we can verage the success probabilities
s on the device over ight gauge choices. The r sulting
correlation plots, shown i figure 3, show much improved
correlations of the d vice with itself (panel A), whic are
ag in comparable to the correlations of SQA with t e
device (panel B). Simulated annealing (panel C) does not
correlate as well and classical mean-field spin dynamics
(panel D) ag in correlate poorly. A  2 analysis of this
data, discussed in detail in the Supplementary Material,
Figure 4: Scatt rplot of s ccess probabilities from [11]. The correlation between D-Wave and SQA is noticeably
better than that between D-Wave and the classical models.
boring magnets are coupled via either ferromagnetic or
anti-ferromagne ic coupling, according to whether Jij is
1 or −1. The resul ing Hamilt nian mirrors the quantum
Hamiltonian described earlier:
H(t) = −A(t)
∑
1≤i≤n
sin θi −B(t)
∑
i<j
Jij cos θi cos θj .
Note that in the absence of n ise, i.e. at zero temper-
ature, each spin i will simply align with the net effec-
tive field at th t ocation, A(t)xˆ + B(t)zˆ
∑
j Jij cos θj .
i.e. it makes an a gle θi with the z-axis where tan θi =
A(t)/(B(t)
∑
j Jij cos θj).
To simulate the effects of finite temperature T of the
system, we perform a Metropolis-type update. That is,
at each time step, w pick a random angl θ′i ∈ [0, 2pi)
for each spin i an update θi to θ
′
i with probability
max{1, e−∆Ei/T } w re
∆Ei =−A(t)(sin θ′i − sin θi)
−B(t)
∑
j
Jij cos θj(cos θ
′
i − cos θi).
Note that our model is related to the O(2) rotor model
suggested in [25], bu diff rs in that e e ploy a more
realistic noise process. Our update procedure can be re-
garded as the direct analogue of the Metropolis algorithm
in O(2) model.
R sults
To evaluate our model, we simulate it on the experimen-
tal data reported in [11], which presented the main ev-
idence in favor of the existence of large-scale quantum
effects in the D-Wave machines. That paper recorded
the input-output behavior of D-Wave One on a thousand
randomly chosen inputs, noting its probability of success
in finding the ex ct ground state for each i stance. It
then compared this success probability to those of three
different models: simul ed quantum annealing, (classi-
cal) simulated annealing and cl ssical spin dynamics sug-
gested in [25]. The paper produces two pieces of evidence;
firstly, they obs rve at the hi togram of success prob-
abilities of D-Wave One is consistent with that of sim-
ulated quantum annealing rather than those of the two
classical models (Figure 3). Secondly, the correlation be-
tween the D-Wave succe s probabilities and SQA success
probabilities is much higher than the correlation between
the D-Wave success probabilities nd success probabili-
ties of the two classical models (Figure 4).
Our xperim n al results on the same set of instances
(Figure 5) show that our simple classical model not only
yields a histogram with cl ar bimodal signature similar
to th t of D-Wave One or simulated quantum anneal ng,
but it lso achieves a high correl tion ith the success
probabilities of D-Wave One. We note that the correla-
tion of 0.91 achieved by our model is slightly higher than
the correlation achieved by simulated quantu annealing
in [11].
Matthias Troyer suggested [26] a direct comparison
between our model and simulated quantum annealing,
which reveals an extremely high correlation of R ≈ 0.99
(Fig 6). In other words, our model can also be viewed as
a mean-field approximation for qua tum annealing where
the system is assumed to be in a product state at every
time step.
Discussion
It is instructive to compare and contrast the behavior of
our model with that of simulated annealing. We start by
observing that our model si plifies to n O(2) nalogue
of simulated annealing if A(t) is set to be zero. This is
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Figure 5: Histogram and scatterplot of our classical
model. Each run consisted of 150,000 steps and the sys-
tem temperature of T = 0.22GHz ≈ 0.9mK was used.
The correlation coefficient R between the D-Wave One
and our model is about 0.91.
Figure 6: Correlation between simulated quantum an-
nealing of [11] and our classical model. The correlation
coefficient R is about 0.99.
Classical'Models'for'D/Wave?'
! Boixo%et%al.%[1]:%Novel%argument%for%proving%quantumness.%
D;Wave%and%Simulated%Quantum%Annealing%exhibits%bimodal%
signature,%but%could%not%find%a%classical%algorithm%that%matches,%
including%Simulated%Annealing,%which%has%unimodal%signature.%
! Smolin,%Smith%[2]:%SimulaHon%of%classical%rotor%models%also%
exhibits%bimodal%signature%;;%unimodal%distribuHon%was%simply%a%
consequence%of%independence%between%different%runs.%
! Authors%of%[1]%responded%in%[3]%that%their%conclusions%were%
based%on%more%detailed%correlaHon%analysis.%In%parHcular,%the%
correlaHon%between%DW%and%SQA%is%higher%than%the%correlaHon%
between%DW%and%classical%models,%including%rotor%models.%
! Ques5on:%Could%there%be%a%classical%model%for%D;Wave%that%
also%shows%a%good%correlaHon?%
Seung Woo Shin     Umesh Vazirani 
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Background 
Role of transverse field 
! If%we%remove%the%transverse%field%A(t)%from%our%model,%we%obtain%
O(2)%simulated%annealing,%which%shows%unimodal%signature.%
! How%does%the%transverse%field%affect%the%evoluHon?%
⇒ Provides%gradaHon%in%the%magnitude%of%z;components.%
!  Reminiscent%of%the%relaHonship%between%cuts%and%eigenvectors%
of%graphs%in%spectral%graph%theory.%
Our model 
! Use%O(2)%rotor%model%as%in%Smolin%and%Smith%[2],%but%
simulate%by%Metropolis%algorithm%rather%than%integraHng%
the%equaHon%of%moHon.%
Noise%Model%(O(2)%Metropoli )%
At%each%Hme%step,%perform%the%following%update:%%
i.  For%each%spin,%pick%%%%%%uniformly%at%random%and%
compute%the%change%in%energy%%%%%%%%%%if%the%spin%was%
to%move%to%%%%%%.%%
ii. Update%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%with%probability%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%.%%%
Model%
Each%spin%is%represented%by%a%unit%vector%poinHng%at%
some%angle%%%%%.%The%Hamiltonian%is%given%by%
%
%
At%zero%temperature,%each%spin%aligns%with%the%net%
effecHve%field%at%that%locaHon.%At%finite%temperature,%
spins%get%perturbed%as%follows:%
✓i
Hi =  A(t) cos ✓i +B(t)
X
Jij sin ✓i sin ✓j
✓0i
 Ei
✓i = ✓
0
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  EiT
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Experiments were performed on the dataset provided in [3], which is 
the same dataset that was used in the experiments of [1]. 
Parameters : T=0.22GHz, duration=250,000 steps. 
Correlation coefficient R with D-Wave is about 0.89. 
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Time%t%
Annealing'schedule'of'D/Wave'(approximate)'A(t)%
B(t)%
~0.08 provably deterministic  
~0.15 empirically deterministic  
0.15~0.4 branching of fixed points 
behaves like SA 0.4~ 
theoretically equivalent to SA 0.6~ 
# of fixed points 
(empirical data) 
2.7 
(t=0.15) 
5.6 
(t=0.175) 
13.3 
(t=0.20) 
28.1 
(t=0.30) 
28.3 
(t=0.40) 
1 
(t=0.10) 
! The%number%of%branches%is%
surprisingly%low,%considering%the%
problem%size%(N=108).%
! Olen%there%exists%a%strongly%
preferred%branch,%making%the%
process%even%more%determinisHc.%
Evolution of the system 
! At%zero%temperature,%i.e.%in%the%absence%of%noise,%the%simulaHon%
can%be%viewed%as%a%fixed%point%iteraHon%procedure.%%
! By%a%theorem%in%topology,%all%fixed%points%(equilibria)%are%
reachable%from%the%starHng%point.%
! Thus,%as%Hme%t%changes,%the%model%traces%the%fixed%points%
(equilibria)%of%the%Hme;dependent%update%funcHon.%
! A%case%study:%the%instance%13;55;29%has%two%branches%at%
t=0.1725%up%to%two;fold%symmetry%of%z;flips%of%all%spins.%
! Comparison%of%the%two%branches%suggests%that%the%
orientaHon%between%large;scale%clusters%gets%determined%
during%the%branching.%
! As%t%increases,%smaller;scale%clusters%become%involved.%
! Other%instances%show%similar%behavior.%
What happens at branching points? 
! To%confirm%our%intuiHve%picture%about%the%reasons%behind%
high%correlaHon%with%D;Wave,%we%show%the%following%algorithm%
also%achieves%high%correlaHon%R=0.90.%
! Up%to%t=0.4,%simulate%our%model%as%usual.%
! At%t=0.4,%let%the%system%reach%a%fixed%point%by%dropping%
the%temperature%to%zero%and%simulaHng%many%steps%with%
non;evolving%Hamiltonian.%
! Resume%the%simulaHon%from%t=0.4,%but%with%the%
transverse%field%A(t)%completely%turned%off.%The%rest%of%the%
evoluHon%is%equivalent%to%simulated%annealing%that%starts%
at%an%already%low%temperature.%
! The%model%indicates%that%8;spin%supernodes%with%highly%
stable%local%configuraHons%get%fixed%early.%The%main%challenge%is%
breaking%their%two;fold%symmetry%based%on%interacHon%with%
other%supernodes.%In%this%sense,%the%effecHve%problem%size%may%
be%thought%of%as%closer%to%#%of%supernodes%(=16)%rather%than%#%
of%spins%(=108).%The%last%stage%of%the%schedule,%which%is%
equivalent%to%SA%at%low%temperature,%is%effecHvely%local%search%
in%the%neighborhood%of%the%current%configuraHon.%
This%work%was%supported%by%ARO%Grant%W911NF;09;1;0440%and%NSF%Grant%
CCF;0905626.%
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! Figure shows the less 
frequent of the two 
branches. 
! Blue edge: 
ferromagnetic interaction 
! Red edge: 
antiferromagnetic 
interaction 
! Black spins are the ones 
where the sign of the z-
component differs 
between the two 
branches. 
! Thus, the orientation 
between the white 
cluster and the black 
cluster is determined 
during this branching 
process. 
Discussion 
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over classical algorithms.
To perform quantum annealing, we map each of the
Ising variables  zi to the Pauli z-matrix (which defines the
“computational basis”) and add a transverse magnetic
field in the x-direction to induce quantum fluctuations,
obtaining the time-dependent N -qubit Hamiltonian
H(t) =  A(t)
X
i
 xi +B(t)HIsing , t 2 [0, tf ] . (2)
Quantum annealing at positive temperature T starts
in the limit of a strong transverse field and weak prob-
lem Hamiltonian, A(0)  max(kBT , B(0)), with the sys-
tem state close to the ground state of the transverse field
term, the equal superposition state (in the computational
basis) of all N qubits. Monotonically decreasing A(t) and
increasing B(t), the system evolves towards the ground
state of the problem Hamiltonian, with B(tf )  A(tf ).
Unlike adiabatic quantum computing [16], which has
a similar schedule but assumes fully coherent adiabatic
ground state evolution at zero temperature, quantum
annealing [4–6, 10] is a positive temperature method
involving an open quantum system coupled to a thermal
bath. Nevertheless, one expects that similar to adiabatic
quantum computing, small gaps to excited states may
thwart finding the ground state. In hard optimisation
problems, the smallest gaps of avoided level crossings
have been found to close exponentially fast with in-
creasing problem size [17–19], suggesting an exponential
scaling of the required annealing time tf with problem
size N .
Experimental results
We performed our experiments on a D-Wave One chip,
a device comprised of superconducting flux qubits with
programmable couplings (see Methods). Of the 128
qubits on the device, 108 were fully functioning and were
used in our experiments. The “chimera” connectivity
graph of these qubits is shown in figure 1 in the sup-
plementary material. Instead of trying to map specific
optimisation problem to the connectivity graph of the
chip [20, 21], we chose random spin glass problems that
can be directly realised. For each coupler Jij in the de-
vice we randomly assigned a value of either +1 or  1,
giving rise to a very rough energy landscape. Local fields
hi 6= 0 give a bias to individual spins, tending to make
the problem easier to solve for annealers. We thus set
all hi = 0 for most data shown here and provide data
with local fields in the supplementary material. We per-
formed experiments for problems of sizes ranging from
N = 8 to N = 108. For each problem size N , we selected
1000 di↵erent instances by choosing 1000 sets of di↵er-
ent random couplings Jij = ±1 (and for some of the data
also random fields hi = ±1). For each of these instances,
we performed M = 1000 annealing runs and determined
whether the system reached the ground state.
Our strategy is to discover the operating mechanism of
the D-Wave device (DW) by comparing to three models:
simulated classical annealing (SA), simulated quantum
FIG. 1: Success probability distribu-
tions. Shown are normalized histograms p(s) =
(number of instances with probability s)/K of the suc-
cess probabilities of finding the ground states for N = 108
qubits and K = 1000 di↵erent spin glass instances. We find
similar bimodal distributions for the D-Wave results (DW,
panel A) and the simulated quantum annealer (SQA, panel
B), and somewhat similar distributions for spin dynamics
(SD, panel D). The unimodal distribution for the simulated
annealer (SA, panel C) clearly does not match. The D-Wave
data is taken with gauge averaging of 16 sets. Note the
di↵erent vertical axis scale for D).
a nealing (SQA), and classical spin dynamics (SD). We
study both the distribution of the success probabilities
and the correlations between the D-Wave device and the
models.
For our first test, we counted for each instance the
number of runs MGS in which the ground state was
reached, to determine the success probability as s =
MGS/M . Plots of the distribution of s are shown in
figure 1, where we see that the DW results match well
with SQA, moderately with SD, and poorly with SA.
We find a unimodal distribution for the simulated an-
nealer model for all schedules, temperatures and anneal-
ing times we tried, with a peak position that moves to
the right as one increases tf (see supplementary mate-
rial). In contrast, the D-Wave device, the simulated
quantum annealer and the spin dynamics model exhibit
a bimodal distribution, with a clear split into easy and
hard instances. Moderately increasing tf in the simu-
lated quantum annealer akes the bimodal distributi n
more pronounced, as does lowering the temperature (see
supplementary material).
As a second test, we show in figure 2 results for the
joint probability distribution p(s, ), which also includes
the probability distribution for the final state energy  
measured relative to the ground state. We find that the
distribution for the D-Wave device (panel A) is very sim-
ilar to that of the simulated quantum annealer (panel
B), whereas it is quite di↵erent from that of a simulated
D-Wave SQA 
SA Rotor model 
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FIG. 2: Energy-success distributions. Shown is the joint
probability distribution p(s, ) (colour scale) of uccess prob-
ability s and the final state energy   measured relative to
the ground state. We find very similar results for the D-Wave
device (panel A) and the simulated quantum annealer (panel
B). The distribution for simulated classical a nealing (panel
C) matches poorly and for spi d namics (panel D) matches
only moderately. For the D-Wave device and SQA the hard-
est instances result predominantly in low-lying excited states,
while easy instances result in ground states. For SA most
instances concentrate ar und intermediate succes probabili-
ties and the ground state as well as low-lying excited states.
For classical spin dynamics there is a significantly higher inci-
dence of relatively high excited states tha for DW, as well as
far fewer excited states for easy instances. The histograms of
figure 1, representing p(s), are recovered when summing these
distributions over  . SA distributions for di↵erent numbers
of sweeps are shown in the supplementary material.
classical annealer (panel C) and spin dynamics (panel D).
The third test, shown in figure 3, is perhaps the most
enlightening, as it plots the correlation of the success
probabilities between the DW data and the other models.
As a reference for the best correlations we may expect,
we show in panel A) the correlations between two di↵er-
ent sets of eight gauges (di↵erent embeddings of the same
problem on the device, see Methods and supplementary
material): no better correlations than the device with it-
self can be expected due to calibration errors. Panel B)
shows a scatter plot of the hardness of instances for the
simulated quantum annealer and the D-Wave device after
gauge averaging. The high density in the lower left cor-
ner (hard for both methods) and the upper right corner
(easy for both methods) confirms the similarities between
the D-Wave device and a simulated quantum annealer.
The two are also well correlated for instances of inter-
mediate hardness. The similarity to panel A) suggests
almost perfect correlation with SQA, to within calibra-
tion uncertainties.
FIG. 3: Correlations. Panels A-C show scatter plots of
correlations of the success probabilities p(s) obtained from
di↵ rent methods. e r d lin s indic te perfect correlation.
Panel A is for the D-Wave device between two sets of eight
di↵erent gauges. This da shows the baseline imperfections
in the correlations due to calibration errors in the D-Wave de-
vice. Panel B is for the simulated quantum annealer (SQA)
and the D-Wave device, with the latter averaged over 16 ran-
d m g uges. This cor l tio is nearly as good as in panel A,
indicating good correlations between the two methods.. Panel
C is for the classical spin dynamics and the D-Wave device,
an shows poor correla ion. Panel D shows the correlation
between success probability and the mean Hamming distance
of ex ited states found at th end of the annealing forN = 108
spin instances with local random fields. Easy (hard) instances
tend to have a small (l rge) Hamming distance. The colour
scale indicates how many of the instances are found in a pixel
of the lots.
In panel C) we show the correlation between the classi-
cal spin dynamics model and the device. Some instances
are easily solved by the classical mean-field dynamics,
simulated quantum annealing, and the device. However,
as can be expected from inspection of their respective
distributions in figure 1, there is no apparent correlation
between the hard instances for the spin dynamics model
and the success probability on the device, nor does there
appear to be a correlation for instances of intermediate
hardness, in contrast to the correlations seen in panel A).
Similarly, there are poor correlations [22] with a classical
spin dynamics model of reference [23].
The correlations between the simulated classical an-
nealer and the D-Wave device, shown in the supplemen-
tary material, are significantly worse than between SQA
and the device.
We next provide evidence for the bimodality being due
to quantum e↵ects. Our first evidence comes from the
simulated quantum annealer. When lowering the temper-
ature thermal updates are suppressed, quantum tunnel-
ing dominates thermal barrier crossing, and we observe
a stronger bimodality; indeed a similar bimodal distri-
bution arises also in an ensemble of (zero-temperature)
3
FIG. 2: Energy-success istributio s. Shown is the joint
probability distribution p(s, ) (colour scale) of success prob-
ability and the final state energy   measured relative to
the ground state. We find very similar results for the D-Wave
device (panel A) and the imulated quantum annealer (panel
B). The distribution for simulated classical annealing (panel
C) matches poorly and for spin dynamics (panel D) matches
only moderately. For the D-Wave device and SQA the hard-
est instances resu t predominantly in low-lying excited states,
while easy instances result in ground states. For SA most
insta ces conc ntrate arou d intermedi te success probabili-
ties and the ground state as well as low-lying excited states.
For classical spin dynamics there is significantly higher inci-
dence of relatively high excite states than for DW, as well as
far fewe excited tates for easy instanc s. The hist grams of
figure 1, representing p(s) are recovered when summing these
distributions over  . SA distributions for di↵erent numbers
of sweeps are shown in the suppleme tary at rial.
cl ssical anneale (panel C) and spi dynamics (panel D).
The third test, sh wn in figure 3, is perhaps the most
enlightening, as it plots th correl tion of the success
probabilities between the DW data and the other models.
As a reference for the best corr lati ns we may expect,
we show in panel A) the correlations between wo i↵er-
ent sets of eigh gaug s (di↵erent embeddings of the same
problem on the device, see Methods and supplemen ary
material): no better correlations than the devic with it-
self can b expected due to calibration errors. Panel B)
s ows a scatter plo of the hardness of instances for the
simulated quantum ann aler and the D-Wave device after
gauge averaging. The high density in the lower lef cor-
ner ( ard for both methods) and the upper right corner
(easy for both methods) confirms the similariti s between
the D-Wave device and a simulated quantum annealer.
The two are also well cor elated for instances of nter-
mediate hardness. The similarity to pan l A) uggests
almost perfect correlation with SQA, to within calibra-
tion uncertainties.
FIG. 3: Correlations. Panels A-C show scatter plots of
correlations of the success probabilities p(s) obtained from
di↵erent methods. The red lines indicate perfect correlation.
Panel A is for the D-Wave device betwe n two ets of eigh
di↵erent gaug s. This data shows the baseline imperfections
in the correlations due to calibration errors in the D-Wave de-
vice. Panel B is for the simulated quantum annealer (SQA)
and the D-Wave device, with the latter averaged over 16 ran-
dom gauges. This correlation is nearly as good as in panel A,
indicating good correlations between the two methods.. Panel
C is for the classical spin dynamics and the D-Wave device,
and shows poor correlation. Panel D shows the correlation
between success probability and the mean Hamming distance
of excited states found at the end of the annealing forN = 108
spin instances with local random fields. Easy (hard) instances
tend to have a small (large) Hamming distance. The colour
scale indicates how many of the instances are found in a pixel
of the plots.
In panel C) we show the correlation between the classi-
cal spin dynamics model and the device. Some instances
are easily solved by the classical mean-field dynamics,
simulated quantum annealing, and the device. However,
as can be expected from inspection of their respective
distributions in figure 1, there is no apparent correlation
between the hard instances for the spin dynamics model
a d the success probability on the device, nor does there
appear to be a correlation for instances of intermediate
hardness, in contrast to the correlations seen in panel A).
Similarly, there are poor correlations [22] with a classical
spin dynamics model of reference [23].
The correlations between the simulated classical an-
nealer and the D-Wave device, shown in the supplemen-
tary material, are significantly worse than between SQA
and th device.
We ext provide evidence for the bimodality being due
o quantum e↵ects. Our first evidence comes from the
simulated quantum annealer. When lowering the temper-
ature thermal updates are suppressed, quantum tunnel-
ing dominates thermal barrier crossing, and we observe
a stro ger bimodality; indeed a similar bimodal distri-
bution arises also in an ensemble of (zero-temperature)
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Figure 7: Role of transverse field
because for the Metropolis acceptance probability func-
tion e−∆Ei/T , keeping the temperature T constant and
increasing the coupling strength B(t) over time has the
same effect as keeping B(t) constant and decreasing the
temperature T over time. Indeed, if we were to replace
our model with O(2) simulated annealing once A(t) be-
comes sufficiently small (say after t = 0.31), this does not
change our experimental results. Moreover, since the ef-
fective temperature T/B(t) is already small by this time,
this is the regime in which simulated annealing behaves
very much like greedy local search.
The difference between our model and simulated an-
nealing lies in the regime where the transverse field A(t)
is large (say when t < 0.31). In simulated annealing, this
is the part of the schedule where the system chooses ran-
domly between a large number of low-energy local min-
ima of the problem Hamiltonian. Note that this ran-
dom choice explains why simulated annealing yields a
unimodal histogram. By contrast, in our model, the
time-dependent Hamiltonian admits only a very small
number of loc l mini a when t is small. For example,
it is asy to p ove that it has only one local m nimum
when t < 0.06, and it s empirically observed that our
model reaches only a very small number of distinct lo-
cal minima at t = 0.31. Combined with the previous
observation that in the second part of the schedule the
algorithm is effectively greedy local search, we see that
our model gives rise to more or less deterministic behav-
ior in both the first and second parts of the schedule,
which explains why it produces the bimodal histogram.
The explanation for this difference in behavior lies in
the gradation in the magnitude of z-components of spins
in the presence of the transverse field (see Figures 7 and
8). The point is that in absence of a transverse field each
spin will simply end to point completely up or com-
pletely down, depending on the sign of the z field at that
location. In the presence of a transverse field the magni-
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signature,%but%could%not%find%a%classical%algorithm%that%matches,%
including%Simulated%Annealing,%which%has%unimodal%signature.%
! Smolin,%Smith%[2]:%SimulaHon%of%classical%rotor%models%also%
exhibits%bimodal%signature%;;%unimodal%distribuHon%was%simply%a%
consequence%of%independence%between%different%runs.%
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Role of transverse field 
! If%we%remove%the%transverse%field%A(t)%from%our%model,%we%obtain%
O(2)%simulated%annealing,%which%shows%unimodal%signature.%
! How%does%the%transverse%field%affect%the%evoluHon?%
⇒ Provides%gradaHon%in%the%magnitude%of%z;components.%
!  Reminiscent%of%the%relaHonship%between%cuts%and%eigenvectors%
of%graphs%in%spectral%graph%theory.%
Our model 
! Use%O(2)%rotor%model%as%in%Smolin%and%Smith%[2],%but%
simulate%by%Metropolis%algorithm%rather%than%integraHng%
the%equaHon%of%moHon.%
Noise%Model%(O(2)%Metropolis)%
At%each%Hme%step,%perform%the%following%update:%%
i.  For%each%spin,%pick%%%%%%uniformly%at%random%and%
compute%the%change%in%energy%%%%%%%%%%if%the%spin%was%
to%move%to%%%%%%.%%
ii. Update%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%with%probability%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%.%%%
Model%
Each%spin%is%represented%by%a%unit%vector%poinHng%at%
some%angle%%%%%.%The%Hamiltonian%is%given%by%
%
%
At%zero%temperature,%each%spin%aligns%with%the%net%
effecHve%field%at%that%locaHon.%At%finite%temperature,%
spins%get%perturbed%as%follows:%
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Experiments were performed on the dataset provided in [3], which is 
the same dataset that was used in the experiments of [1]. 
Parameters : T=0.22GHz, duration=250,000 steps. 
Correlation coefficient R with D-Wave is about 0.89. 
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Evolution of the system 
! At%zero%temperature,%i.e.%in%the%absence%of%noise,%the%simulaHon%
can%be%viewed%as%a%fixed%point%iteraHon%procedure.%%
! By%a%theorem%in%topology,%all%fixed%points%(equilibria)%are%
reachable%from%the%starHng%point.%
! Thus,%as%Hme%t%changes,%the%model%traces%the%fixed%points%
(equilibria)%of%the%Hme;dependent%update%funcHon.%
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! Comparison%of%the%two%branches%suggests%that%the%
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! Figure shows the less 
frequent of the two 
branches. 
! Blue edge: 
ferromagnetic interaction 
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! Black spins are the ones 
where the sign of the z-
component differs 
between the two 
branches. 
! Thus, the orientation 
between the white 
cluster and the black 
cluster is determined 
during this branching 
process. 
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over classical algorithms.
To perform quantum annealing, we map each of the
Ising variables  zi to the Pauli z-matrix (which defines the
“computational basis”) and add a transverse magnetic
field in the x-direction to induce quantum fluctuations,
obtaining the time-dependent N -qubit Hamiltonian
H(t) =  A(t)
X
i
 xi +B(t)HIsing , t 2 [0, tf ] . (2)
Quantum annealing at positive temperature T starts
in the limit of a strong transverse field and weak prob-
lem Hamiltonian, A(0)  max(kBT , B(0)), with the sys-
tem state close to the ground state of the transverse field
term, the equal superposition state (in the computational
basis) of all N qubits. Monotonically decreasing A(t) and
increasing B(t), the system evolves towards the ground
state of the problem Hamiltonian, with B(tf )  A(tf ).
Unlike adiabatic quantum computing [16], which has
a similar schedule but assumes fully coherent adiabatic
ground state evolution at zero temperature, quantum
annealing [4–6, 10] is a positive temperature method
involving an open quantum system coupled to a thermal
bath. Nevertheless, one expects that similar to adiabatic
quantum computing, small gaps to excited states may
thwart finding the ground state. In hard optimisation
problems, the smallest gaps of avoided level crossings
have been found to close exponentially fast with in-
creasing problem size [17–19], suggesting an exponential
scaling of the required annealing time tf with problem
size N .
Experimental results
We performed our experiments on a D-Wave One chip,
a device comprised of superconducting flux qubits with
programmable couplings (see Methods). Of the 128
qubits on the device, 108 were fully functioning and were
used in our experiments. The “chimera” connectivity
graph of these qubits is shown in figure 1 in the sup-
plementary material. Instead of trying to map specific
optimisation problem to the connectivity graph of the
chip [20, 21], we chose random spin glass problems that
can be directly realised. For each coupler Jij in the de-
vice we randomly assigned a value of either +1 or  1,
giving rise to a very rough energy landscape. Local fields
hi 6= 0 give a bias to individual spins, tending to make
the problem easier to solve for annealers. We thus set
all hi = 0 for most data shown here and provide data
with local fields in the supplementary material. We per-
formed experiments for problems of sizes ranging from
N = 8 to N = 108. For each problem size N , we selected
1000 di↵erent instances by choosing 1000 sets of di↵er-
ent random couplings Jij = ±1 (and for some of the data
also random fields hi = ±1). For each of these instances,
we performed M = 1000 annealing runs and determined
whether the system reached the ground state.
Our strategy is to discover the operating mechanism of
the D-Wave device (DW) by comparing to three models:
simulated classical annealing (SA), simulated quantum
FIG. 1: Success probability distribu-
tions. Shown are normalized histograms p(s) =
(number of instances with probability s)/K of the suc-
cess probabilities of finding the ground states for N = 108
qubits and K = 1000 di↵erent spin glass instances. We find
similar bimodal distributions for the D-Wave results (DW,
panel A) and the simulated quantum annealer (SQA, panel
B), and somewhat similar distributions for spin dynamics
(SD, panel D). The unimodal distribution for the simulated
annealer (SA, panel C) clearly does not match. The D-Wave
data is taken with gauge averaging of 16 sets. Note the
di↵erent vertical axis scale for D).
annealing (SQA), and classical spin dynamics (SD). We
study both the distribution of the success probabilities
and the correlations between the D-Wave device and the
models.
For our first test, we counted for each instance the
number of runs MGS in which the ground state was
reached, to determine the success probability as s =
MGS/M . Plots of the distribution of s are shown in
figure 1, where we see that the DW results match well
with SQA, moderately with SD, and poorly with SA.
We find a unimodal distribution for the simulated an-
nealer model for all schedules, temperatures and anneal-
ing times we tried, with a peak position that moves to
the right as one increases tf (see supplementary mate-
rial). In contrast, the D-Wave device, the simulated
quantum annealer and the spin dynamics model exhibit
a bimodal distribution, with a clear split into easy and
hard instances. Moderately increasing tf in the simu-
lated quantum annealer akes the bimodal distributi n
more pronounced, as does lowering the temperature (see
supplementary material).
As a second test, we show in figure 2 results for the
joint probability distribution p(s, ), which also includes
the probability distribution for the final state energy  
measured relative to the ground state. We find that the
distribution for the D-Wave device (panel A) is very sim-
ilar to that of the simulated quantum annealer (panel
B), whereas it is quite di↵erent from that of a simulated
D-Wave SQA 
SA Rotor model 
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FIG. 2: Energy-success distributions. Shown is the joint
probability distribution p(s, ) (colour scale) of uccess prob-
ability s and the final state energy   measured relative to
the ground state. We find very similar results for the D-Wave
device (panel A) and the simulated quantum annealer (panel
B). The distribution for simulated classical a nealing (panel
C) matches poorly and for spi d namics (panel D) matches
only moderately. For the D-Wave device and SQA the hard-
est instances result predominantly in low-lying excited states,
while easy instances result in ground states. For SA most
instances concentrate ar und intermediate succes probabili-
ties and the ground state as well as low-lying excited states.
For classical spin dynamics there is a significantly higher inci-
dence of relatively high excited states tha for DW, as well as
far fewer excited states for easy instances. The histograms of
figure 1, representing p(s), are recovered when summing these
distributions over  . SA distributions for di↵erent numbers
of sweeps are shown in the supplementary material.
classical annealer (panel C) and spin dynamics (panel D).
The third test, shown in figure 3, is perhaps the most
enlightening, as it plots the correlation of the success
probabilities between the DW data and the other models.
As a reference for the best correlations we may expect,
we show in panel A) the correlations between two di↵er-
ent sets of eight gauges (di↵erent embeddings of the same
problem on the device, see Methods and supplementary
material): no better correlations than the device with it-
self can be expected due to calibration errors. Panel B)
shows a scatter plot of the hardness of instances for the
simulated quantum annealer and the D-Wave device after
gauge averaging. The high density in the lower left cor-
ner (hard for both methods) and the upper right corner
(easy for both methods) confirms the similarities between
the D-Wave device and a simulated quantum annealer.
The two are also well correlated for instances of inter-
mediate hardness. The similarity to panel A) suggests
almost perfect correlation with SQA, to within calibra-
tion uncertainties.
FIG. 3: Correlations. Panels A-C show scatter plots of
correlations of the success probabilities p(s) obtained from
di↵ rent methods. e r d lin s indic te perfect correlation.
Panel A is for the D-Wave device between two sets of eight
di↵erent gauges. This da shows the baseline imperfections
in the correlations due to calibration errors in the D-Wave de-
vice. Panel B is for the simulated quantum annealer (SQA)
and the D-Wave device, with the latter averaged over 16 ran-
d m g uges. This cor l tio is nearly as good as in panel A,
indicating good correlations between the two methods.. Panel
C is for the classical spin dynamics and the D-Wave device,
an shows poor correla ion. Panel D shows the correlation
between success probability and the mean Hamming distance
of ex ited states found at th end of the annealing forN = 108
spin instances with local random fields. Easy (hard) instances
tend to have a small (l rge) Hamming distance. The colour
scale indicates how many of the instances are found in a pixel
of the lots.
In panel C) we show the correlation between the classi-
cal spin dynamics model and the device. Some instances
are easily solved by the classical mean-field dynamics,
simulated quantum annealing, and the device. However,
as can be expected from inspection of their respective
distributions in figure 1, there is no apparent correlation
between the hard instances for the spin dynamics model
and the success probability on the device, nor does there
appear to be a correlation for instances of intermediate
hardness, in contrast to the correlations seen in panel A).
Similarly, there are poor correlations [22] with a classical
spin dynamics model of reference [23].
The correlations between the simulated classical an-
nealer and the D-Wave device, shown in the supplemen-
tary material, are significantly worse than between SQA
and the device.
We next provide evidence for the bimodality being due
to quantum e↵ects. Our first evidence comes from the
simulated quantum annealer. When lowering the temper-
ature thermal updates are suppressed, quantum tunnel-
ing dominates thermal barrier crossing, and we observe
a stronger bimodality; indeed a similar bimodal distri-
bution arises also in an ensemble of (zero-temperature)
3
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B). The distribution for simulated classical annealing (panel
C) matches poorly and for spin dynamics (panel D) matches
only moderately. For the D-Wave device and SQA the hard-
est instances resu t predominantly in low-lying excited states,
while easy instances result in ground states. For SA most
insta ces conc ntrate arou d intermedi te success probabili-
ties and the ground state as well as low-lying excited states.
For classical spin dynamics there is significantly higher inci-
dence of relatively high excite states than for DW, as well as
far fewe excited tates for easy instanc s. The hist grams of
figure 1, representing p(s) are recovered when summing these
distributions over  . SA distributions for di↵erent numbers
of sweeps are shown in the suppleme tary material.
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The third test, sh wn in figure 3, is perhaps the most
enlightening, as it plots th correl tion of the success
probabilities between the DW data and the other models.
As a reference for the best corr lati ns we may expect,
we show in panel A) the correlations between wo i↵er-
ent sets of eigh gaug s (di↵erent embeddings of the same
problem on the device, see Methods and supplemen ary
material): no better correlations than the devic with it-
self can b expected due to calibration errors. Panel B)
s ows a scatter plo of the hardness of instances for the
simulated quantum ann aler and the D-Wave device after
gauge averaging. The high density in the lower lef cor-
ner ( ard for both methods) and the upper right corner
(easy for both methods) confirms the similariti s between
the D-Wave device and a simulated quantum annealer.
The two are also well cor elated for instances of nter-
mediate hardness. The similarity to pan l A) uggests
almost perfect correlation with SQA, to within calibra-
tion uncertainties.
FIG. 3: Correlations. Panels A-C show scatter plots of
correlations of the success probabilities p(s) obtained from
di↵erent methods. The red lines indicate perfect correlation.
Panel A is for the D-Wave device betwe n two ets of eigh
di↵erent gaug s. This data shows the baseline imperfections
in the correlations due to calibration errors in the D-Wave de-
vice. Panel B is for the simulated quantum annealer (SQA)
and the D-Wave device, with the latter averaged over 16 ran-
dom gauges. This correlation is nearly as good as in panel A,
indicating good correlations between the two methods.. Panel
C is for the classical spin dynamics and the D-Wave device,
and shows poor correlation. Panel D shows the correlation
between success probability and the mean Hamming distance
of excited states found at the end of the annealing forN = 108
spin instances with local random fields. Easy (hard) instances
tend to have a small (large) Hamming distance. The colour
scale indicates how many of the instances are found in a pixel
of the plots.
In panel C) we show the correlation between the classi-
cal spin dynamics model and the device. Some instances
are easily solved by the classical mean-field dynamics,
simulated quantum annealing, and the device. However,
as can be expected from inspection of their respective
distributions in figure 1, there is no apparent correlation
between the hard instances for the spin dynamics model
a d the success probability on the device, nor does there
appear to be a correlation for instances of intermediate
hardness, in contrast to the correlations seen in panel A).
Similarly, there are poor correlations [22] with a classical
spin dynamics model of reference [23].
The correlations between the simulated classical an-
nealer and the D-Wave device, shown in the supplemen-
tary material, are significantly worse than between SQA
and th device.
We ext provide evidence for the bimodality being due
o quantum e↵ects. Our first evidence comes from the
simulated quantum annealer. When lowering the temper-
ature thermal updates are suppressed, quantum tunnel-
ing dominates thermal barrier crossing, and we observe
a stro ger bimodality; indeed a similar bimodal distri-
bution arises also in an ensemble of (zero-temperature)
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Figure 8: Snapshot of a typical run: z-components of the
spins, sorted in decreasing order.
tude of the z component determines the angle at which
the spin is oriented. To draw an analogy with spectral
graph algorithms, the two situations are like cuts versus
eigenvectors of a graph. We also note that similar ideas
are used in belief propagation algorithms.
Clusters and Effective Problem Size
Finally, we point out that averaged over all test instances,
our simulations reached only about 20 distinct local min-
ima at t = 0.31. This is a surprisingly small number,
considering that the state space is of size 2108 and that
the model succeeds in solving a large fraction of the test
instances. How is it that the model is able to solve such
large problems by considering such a small number of
possibilities?
The answer lies in the structure of the “Chimera” inter-
action graph, which consists of 16 clusters of supernodes
of 8 vertices each: the density of edges within a supernode
is much higher than the density of edges between supern-
odes. This makes it likely that many supernodes have
highly stable configurations determined mostly by inter-
actions across their internal edges. The two-fold symme-
try consisting of flipping all the spins means that stable
configurations come in pairs. To a first approximation,
the major challenge for the algorithm consists of breaking
this two-fold symmetry based on the energy contribution
from interactions with other supernodes.
A case study on the instance 13-55-29 illustrates this
phenomenon very clearly. Our simulations reach two dis-
tinct local minima at t = 0.13, up to the two-fold sym-
metry of z-flips of all spins. Figure 9 shows that the
choice being made at this “branching point” between
these two local minima is the relative orientation between
the “white” cluster and the “black” cluster. Note that
Figure 9: The first “branching point” of instance 13-
55-29 at t = 0.13. Black dots indicate spins for which
the signs of z-components differ between the two local
minima. Figure shows the less frequent of the two local
minima. Blue edge indicates ferromagnetic interaction
and red edge a tiferromagnetic interaction.
the selection of the wrong branch will almost certainly
cause the algorithm to fail, because the s cond part of
the process, which we saw to be greedy local search, will
not be able to flip such large clusters. An examination
of other instances an values of t s r ng hens this obser-
vation: branching points invariably correspond to points
at which the orientation between large clusters gets de-
termined. Moreover, as t increases, we see smaller and
smaller clusters become involved in the process. That is,
we eventually see branching points which determine the
orientation between one or two supernode and the rest
of the spins.
This observation provides a sense in which the effective
problem size of Chimera-structured Ising ground state
problem may be thought of as closer to the number of
supernodes m = 16 rather than the number of spins
n = 108. This analysis helps explain the success of the
D-Wave machine on these problems despite their large
apparent size. It also predicts that as the number of
supernodes m is scaled to be much larger than 16, the
success rate of the machine should fall dramatically. We
remark that this conjecture seems to be supported by
experimental evidence presented in a recent study [14].
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